The extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) high-fidelity simulator: the best complementary tool to learn the technique
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Extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) use in intensive care units (ICUs) has expanded exponentially over the past decade (1) because of increasing scientific evidence (2,3), technological advances and broadened indications (4-6). Its complex management and the need for rapid decision-making processes to counter complications require critical care stakeholders to be constantly updated and trained to care for patients in need of such interventions. Despite the highly challenging management of ECMO patients, well-established training programs are scarce (7,8). To date, the Extracorporeal Life Support Organization, an international body focused on ECMO research and education, recommends traditional educational approaches with lectures and practice with water-drills or animal testing (9). However, because troubleshooting simulations and animal testing are usually expensive and available less often, water-drill-based ECMO training might be limited. On the other hand, because it seems to be highly effective, with long-lasting take-away skills, ECMO-simulation-based apprenticeship could be particularly useful for intensivists (10,11). Using this pedagogical tool to train ECMO users could offer promising outcomes but have rarely been studied (12,13). In addition, most published studies lacked control subjects to scientifically compare to simulation-training performance in the context of ECMO (12,13).

To address those limitations, Zakhary et al. (14) recently published the first prospective randomized-controlled trial on simulation-based ECMO training. They hypothesized that a high-fidelity simulation-based ECMO apprenticeship would be superior to traditional water-drills. Twenty-one young critical care fellows without prior ECMO experience were enrolled in their study. The water-drill setup was an isolated ECMO circuit (i.e., a closed-loop circuit with pumped fluid). In contrast, the simulation circuit was connected to a highly realistic manikin (SimMan3G), intubated and connected to a ventilator, with vital signs, respiratory and circuit data displayed on a monitor. Participants from both groups first took a written test to evaluate their baseline knowledge, followed by a scored simulated ECMO-emergency scenario (Sim1 recirculation). They then benefited from three ECMO lectures (ECMO basics, circuit and complications) before being randomized to the simulation or traditional training group. Thereafter, both groups were exposed to three ECMO-emergency scenarios with real-time circuit variables, with the simulation group also receiving additional real-time vital signs and ventilator settings.

Six weeks and 1 year later, the full initial written exam was repeated, followed by two scored ECMO scenarios (Sim2, the previously encountered pump failure; and Sim3, a novel pump-insufficiency scenario). Assessments
of cognitive and technical skills to manage emergencies were scored blindly. Lastly, all participants rated their educational experience using a 9-item, 5-point, Likert-scale questionnaire. The primary outcome was the time required to perform critical actions, with secondary outcomes being scores of written knowledge tests, simulated scenarios and participants’ questionnaires.

Few participants correctly performed the required actions before ECMO lectures and Sim1 practice ECMO scenario. Six weeks after randomization, all participants managed to adequately switch the backup pump (Sim2), with the simulation group performing faster [127 s (117–147 s) vs. 174 s (146–250 s); P=0.004]; that difference persisted at 1 year. When students were confronted with an unknown ECMO issue (i.e., Sim3 pump insufficiency), the appropriate critical action (fluid bolus) was significantly more frequently instigated by simulation-group participants at 6 months and 1 year, respectively. Similar scores evaluating emergency scenarios had been reported for the two groups before randomization. Pertinently, the simulation group achieved better results at 1 year for Sim2 [50% (25–67%) vs. 33% (17–33%); P=0.03] and Sim3 scenarios [58% (42–75%) vs. 25% (17–46%); P=0.02]. Moreover, simulation-group participants’ questionnaire responses much more favorably rated the educational experience than those of the traditional group, especially for scenario realism and applicability.

Based on those results, the authors concluded that both ECMO-training methods were beneficial but with the high-fidelity simulation-based apprenticeship performing better. Those observations warrant several comments. First, when the same scenario was repeated 6 weeks and 1 year later, no scoring differences were found, emphasizing the positive effects of both ECMO-learning methods. However, important differences were observed when the students faced an unknown emergency scenario (i.e., pump insufficiency). Surprisingly, this common complication was detected and solved by only 1 (9%) of the 11 traditional group trainees. Such a low percentage of appropriate reactions raises the question of the usefulness of a conventional water-drill apprenticeship, because cannula tilting, reflecting hypovolemia or malposition, is a very frequent ECMO event. Second, although the simulation group obtained better written-test grades at 1 year, the primary outcome was evaluated on a manikin, which might have contributed to their better outcomes because they were already familiar with this exercise. The authors justified this choice to best mimic a real-life situation. Finally, the last notable drawback of this study remains the small number of participants in both groups. Further studies including more participants are needed to confirm the beneficial use of ECMO simulation for training.

In addition to reporting a benefit of the high-fidelity simulation-based ECMO apprenticeship, Zakhary et al. highlighted relevant concepts of medical education. In the late 1980s, the concept of “situation awareness” was defined as “the ability of an individual to maintain an adequate internal representation of the status of the environment in complex, dynamic circumstances” (15). Briefly, situation awareness has three hierarchical levels including perception (Level 1), comprehension (Level 2) and projection (Level 3). In the ICU, suitable situation awareness is crucial to avoid preventable errors. The authors of a recent study (16) found simulation-based training to be superior to lecture-based when teaching situation awareness, primarily because of improved perception ability. The better perception performance and global situation awareness might explain the faster response of the simulation-based group described by Zakhary et al. According to a recent review of critical care medicine incidents, perception-related situation-awareness errors were slightly more frequent (17). Although it has not been fully demonstrated, decision-making processes should be improved when perception is better.

In the context of ECMO, low patient volume and the high mortality associated with its complications make recognition of the latter challenging. The ability of ICU physicians to adequately react to those dreadful situations is determined by previous exposure, which contributes to rapid recognition and identification of the scenarios. All ICU stakeholders, including experienced and novice apprentices, have reported enthusiastic endorsement of simulation in the critical care environment (14,16,18,19). Because traditional teaching strategies overemphasize cognitive skills, while ignoring behavioral ones (19), simulation could combine both. This approach is particularly relevant in a context requiring rapid and adequate decision-making processes, like ECMO. Hence, a participative, immersive, interactive and realistic environment may foster the development of long-lasting technical skills, as shown in the paper of interest. However, the benefit on time to critical action remains unclear, since Anderson et al. (19) reported no impact on time responses of experienced specialists after simulated-based ECMO training.

In this study, Zakhary et al. elegantly demonstrated the benefit of a practical, hands-on, immersive experience...
in strengthening behavioral ECMO skills. A visual, engaging and realistic environment offers adults the sense of realism, crucial keys to enhancing learning experiences and maintaining long-term performance. However, their promising results should not rule out the major benefit of high-volume, bedside teaching, as nothing can be more realistic than “real” life. Hence, high-quality simulation-based ECMO apprenticeships should be seen as the best complementary training method for both novice and experienced physicians. The extent of its use for the nursing staff involved in ECMO care now deserves further studies.
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